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DISABILITY: A NEW HISTORY
EPISODE 9: Brave Poor Things

PETER WHITE

It’s been a real challenge, throughout this series, to discover the genuine voices of 18th and 19th Century people living with disabilities, and we owe a huge debt to the group of historians whose persistent digging has brought them to us. In this programme we unlock the testimony of the most elusive group of all: children. Of course, before the age of tape recorders and radio you only have written evidence, and the writings of children have to get past so many gatekeepers. How can you tell what’s authentic? What about these two children, for instance?

Boy  (ACTOR)

I never worry I see the other children run to tea, and I must stay behind. If I never get quite strong, but stay in bed my whole life long, I really do not mind. 

Girl (ACTOR)

I have a great deal of bodily pain. But when it is most severe I feel Jesus with me, helping me to be patient, and his Blessed Spirit puts such sweet Bible verses in my mind that nights don’t seem long.


PETER WHITE

No, you’ve guessed it, these are not the voices of real children, they’re from 19th Century propaganda leaflets, brought to me by Professor Joana Bourke.

JOANNA BOURKE

The voices that we’re hearing are really the voices of, primarily, evangelical Christians of the period, so they’re putting words into these children’s mouths. They’re telling people that God has given you this disability, God is responsible and you must act in these pious ways because if you do so you will get, I guess, a return in some other life.

PETER WHITE

So who were they aimed at, these writings?

JOANNA BOURKE

They’re aimed at a vast community of people who are actually undergoing quite severe illness in this period. I mean it’s very easy for us to forget just how many people were actually suffering pain on a daily basis, so they’re aimed at people who are suffering and need, if you like, some kind of instruction about how they ought to act in that state.

PETER WHITE

I mean there’s one really telling, actually very moving excerpt, which is the child who is really saying, ‘I don’t suffer any pain and what pain I do suffer will prepare me for what’s to come and my death’. 

Boy (ACTOR)

When this pain comes on, I think how much more my Saviour suffered for me, and in fact even these sufferings of mine are but surely fitting this body for its rest, at last. 

PETER WHITE

So the disabled child becomes a powerful symbol for the Victorians and a propaganda tool for preachers. The voice of the young innocent suffering illness and disability carries a moral message for everyone: if they can put up with the pain of this world, so can you. You find these symbolic children all through Victorian and Edwardian fiction, creating inspirational figures; Tiny Tim, What Katy Did,  The Secret Garden.
Excerpt from film version of The Secret Garden

BOY (ACTOR)

I'm going to die.

GIRL (ACTRESS)

What do you know about dying?

BOY (ACTOR)

My mother died.

GIRL (ACTRESS)

Both my parents died.


BOY (ACTOR)

I’ve got a lump on my back, I’ll get a lump like my father – he begins to scream and howl.
                                                                             




PETER WHITE

So where are the real children? Julie Anderson’s a historian of disability from the University of Kent. I asked her what types of disability were common amongst children in the 19th Century.

JULIE ANDERSON

There’s a lot of accidents. Children are playing in the street, working class children are playing out in the streets. There are lots of traffic accidents; we also have to think of other diseases such as smallpox. Venereal diseases caused huge problems in terms of blindness and deafness, and then other diseases like scarlet fever would cause disabilities as well.

PETER WHITE

And I suppose, in any case, with congenital disabilities the survival rate wouldn’t have been that high anyway would it?

JULIE ANDERSON

No, infant mortality is very high in the Victorian period, but infanticide was common, babies who were deemed unviable were sometimes put in basins and just left under the bed because it was seen that it was the kinder option to take.

PETER WHITE

As brutally as that, the decision would just be made like that, by the mother, or would there have been a midwife involved? How would that decision have been made?

JULIE ANDERSON

The decision would often have been made by the midwife or by the obstetrician, whoever happened to deliver the baby. And there was just a general understanding if they felt that the child wouldn’t survive, or wouldn’t thrive, that it was left to its own devices, sadly, and obviously died.

PETER WHITE

It’s impossible to know how common infanticide was at this time, but it did mean there were fewer children around with obvious congenital disabilities than one might have expected in a population with no prenatal screening. Of course children who were deaf, or blind like me, were difficult to spot at birth and so they survived, so it was blind and deaf children who were a focus of particular concern in the late Victorian era. They were seen as not just vulnerable, but morally at risk. Because they couldn’t hear the word of God or read it in the Bible, they were in danger of losing their immortal souls. This fear that disabled children risked eternal damnation was behind the explosion of charities in the 19th Century who saw it as their mission to save them. This is how one charity of the time presented its beneficiaries. 

Annual report of ‘The Brave Poor Things’ (ACTOR)

Poor, pitiful objects, with paralysed or distorted limbs, sat dully as they had year in and year out, doing nothing and having nothing done for them. Little children suffered in patient, pathetic fashion.

PETER WHITE

That description of children as poor, pitiful objects comes from fundraising literature published by a charity with the name, believe it or not, ‘The Brave Poor Things’. Across the country disabled children were taught to sing their anthem of hope. 

CHILDREN SINGING

Oh, a trouble's a ton, or a trouble's an ounce, 
Or a trouble is what you make it. 
And it isn't the fact that you're hurt that counts, 
But only how do you take it.

PETER WHITE

The Guild of the Brave Poor Things began as a social club in London in 1894, but branches in the North and West of England soon took up the mission: Brighton, Bristol, Grimsby, Hereford and Hull. For an afternoon, disabled children would get together to play games and escape from their drab, wretched lives. Mike Mantin of Swansea University has been exploring the history of the Brave Poor Things. 

MIKE MANTIN

The idea was that they would form this community and so everyone in the Guild of the Brave Poor Things was given a membership card and the logo was a crutch crossed with a sword. And they’d all live by a Guild’s motto, which was ‘laetus sorte mea’, and in Latin that translates as ‘happy in my lot’. 

PETER WHITE

So was there a sense here of trying to make people exactly that, happy with their lot, were they trying to impose a kind of contentment on these people?

MIKE MANTIN

Yeah, it certainly can be read like that now, because a lot of the publicity of the Guild of the Brave Poor Things stresses the word ‘pathetic’ all the time.

PETER WHITE

Do we have any idea what the children who were these ‘brave, poor things’ thought about it all?


MIKE MANTIN

It’s hard to find any sources which actually come from the children’s perspective because everything we know about the Guild of the Brave Poor Things is filtered through the members of the Guild itself. And so it is incredibly sentimentalised, and so you get girls saying, ‘I am so glad to be a cripple, and I couldn’t have joined the Guild unless I lost my leg’.

Reading: from propaganda produced by the Guild of the Brave Poor Things (ACTRESS)

‘Oh I am so glad to be a cripple’, said a happy-faced girl one day when away in the country. ‘Glad?’ questioned someone, ‘What do you mean?’ and she answered, ‘I can’t help being glad, it is so beautiful to belong to the Guild, and I couldn’t unless I had lost my leg’.

PETER WHITE

How long did this last?

MIKE MANTIN

Certainly in Bristol it lasted until 1987.

PETER WHITE

Really?

MIKE MANTIN

Yeah, and it held onto all of the ideals of the Guild of the Brave Poor things, the one thing that did change is its name, that changed in the 1920’s after complaints by the male members that they were getting stick in their workplace for being a member of a group call the Guild of the Brave Poor Things, so they changed it to the slightly less dramatic ‘Guild of the Handicapped’. 

PETER WHITE

Well you could object on the count of every word couldn’t you, ‘brave’, ‘poor’ and ‘things’. Do you know, I think I remember going to a meeting very like this when I was at a blind boarding school in Bristol; there was certainly a lot of clapping; I think there were a few protests, and we didn’t go back. 
However quaint, though, charities like this sound now, they had a lasting influence on the perception of disability in this country. Julie Anderson.

JULIE ANDERSON

I think the legacy is rather problematic, because I think it forces disabled people to be constructed in a way that they’re needy, they’re pathetic, that unless they are a certain way they’re not going to get any kind of support. And I think that that starts in the Victorian period and moves along, and I think in some ways it’s still very much with us.

PETER WHITE

It’s easy now to see the Victorian charities and institutions as the root of almost all the images of disability which we’re now fighting against: dependency, gratitude, being objects of pity. But, perhaps for some it was an improvement on life on the street, even life at home. But here we are again, back to children as symbolic figures representing the whole of disability. Where, we keep asking, are the real voices of disabled children in the past? 
However exploitative, the records of charities are still the best source we have. Their annual reports printed letters home from children living in residential schools. This twelve-year-old boy’s letter was printed in the Annual Report of the Cambrian Institution of the Deaf and Dumb in 1892.

BOY (ACTOR)

I hope you’re in good health, the right honourable W.F. Gladstone MP is the Prime Minister of the Queen now. Lord Tennyson died on October 6th, he was the English great Poet Laureate. There are hundreds of people dying by cholera in China. The new Lord Mayor of London is a Catholic. 

PETER WHITE

It’s not real of course; it’s a dictated letter, and dictated by an adult who had the power to make your life pleasant, or very unpleasant. Just occasionally, just once while we were making this programme, we heard a real child’s voice; it’s from the same Institution for the Deaf and Dumb in Swansea. This little girl is writing home to her father in 1906.

GIRL (ACTRESS)

I do feel homesick at times. When are you coming down to see me? Do you know how long I have to stop here? I'm longing for home; give my love to little May. The children are all dumb here, I'm the only girl that can speak. Well, I shall not be able to write to you until February, you must write to me often. 

PETER WHITE

Well if that doesn’t break your heart you haven’t got one, the more so when you know that the little girl’s father never got that letter. It was found recently in the archives, tucked into the Principal’s letter book; it’s clearly the girl’s handwriting and someone has gone through correcting the spelling, but then decided not to send it. We don’t know why, and we don’t know why the Principal kept it with his own private papers. 
That girl’s voice is like a faint ghost in the archives, speaking to us across more than a century, and speaking for all the thousands of children who were never heard. 
	

